
March 2022 Safety Committee Report 
1. Matt Moses Memorial 

2. Insurance for Boat Tours 
 

1.  You might remember that Tom saw the remains of items left at the boat ramp by family 
and friends as a memorial for Matt Moses who drown on the pond in September of 
2016.  The items they left at the boat ramp have weathered to be almost a rubbish pile.  
It has taken some time and a few meetings with the Moses Family and Steve Medeiros, 
shop director at Plymouth South where Matt Moses went to High School, to get this 
project rolling.  The Moses family are overjoyed about having a permanent memorial for 
Matt and to have Plymouth South be making the memorial.   The Moses Family, 
beautiful family, requested that the memorial include a Celtic cross, a quote from Matt’s 
social media, “Love all.  This life is a blessing”, and an area for family and friends to write 
upon as they did on a Backpack they left on the ramp after Matt’s funeral ceremonies. 

 
` We found some wooden Celtic crosses online.  The Moses family chose this one:  It is 

costly but Steve Medeiros thinks it will stand the test of time.  
 

Here is a JPEG of design for the memorial.   The outer 3” border will be white for the 
family and friends to write upon. And, the wood would be a lighter color, natural, so the 
cross and engraving will be more visible.   

 

 

https://realirish.com/products/celtic-cross-and-claddagh-wood-carving


 
The family and Steve Medeiros have tweaked and are happy with the design.  The 
school will have to charge us for the materials.  Steve is supposed to get me costs for 
tomorrow night’s meeting.  I sent him a reminder last week.  Hopefully he’s email costs 
tomorrow. 

  
We’re wondering if we will have to get town approval to place this at ramp.  The Moses 
family says there is a higher ground where they put original memorial stuff and that 
they’d like it to be located there.  I could be attached to tree at that spot or Tom could 
make a stand to attach it on. 

 
Looking for input and guidance from the board on this. 
 

2.  We’ve contacted two agents to get quotes on Association coverage for boat tours.  
We’ve emailed back and forth several times.  I can relay what we’ve found out at 
tomorrow’s meeting 

 


